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On a balmy day in early December 2015 a group of 85 excited 
photographers set sail from Ushuaia, Argentina, and entered the 
famed Beagle Channel that separates the southern island of Tierra 

del Fuego from a constellation of smaller islands further to the south. We 
were aboard the 278-foot-long ice-strengthened polar vessel USHUAIA—
named for our departure city—for a 17-day exploration of the navigable 
areas to the east and west of the Antarctic Peninsula.

This eBook is a collection of the work of many of the photographers 
who participated in the Joseph Van Os Photo Safaris A Photographer’s 
Antarctica Photo Cruise. The entire voyage was thoroughly documented 
photographically and is presented here. It is our hope that sharing the 
beauty of the spectacular White Continent will help to raise awareness 
of the dramatic changes taking place across Antarctica as Earth’s climate 
inexorably transforms the icy landscape, the surrounding waters, and the 
wildlife that dwells amidst it all. 

Meanwhile, other more critical documentation has been taking place on 
the Antarctic Peninsula by a little-known non-governmental organization 
(NGO)—Oceanites. The Antarctic Site Inventory, brainchild of biologist 
Ron Naveen and his group of field biologists, has tracked the health of 200 
colonies of penguins for over twenty years. They are the Penguin Counters, 
and what they’ve learned is that penguins truly are the Antarctic’s canaries 
in the coal mine. 

Our eBook is dedicated to Ron and his Oceanites crew with the aim of 
further increasing awareness about the Antarctic Site Inventory. Please feel 
free to spread the word and share this free eBook with others. Donate to 
the cause. Information on how you can do both is found on page 175.

cover photo: © Laurie Golden
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The Antarctic Peninsula

O n a map of Antarctica—terra incognita, the crystal desert—the 
long arm of the Antarctic Peninsula arcs into the Southern 
Ocean reaching toward the tip of South America. Extending from 

75 degrees south at the base, the peninsula stretches 1,500 kilometers 
northward to 63 degrees at its tip. Rimmed by islands—many pocketed 
with penguin colonies—and sheer mountain-sided water passages, the 
Antarctic Peninsula is the most accessible part of the continent. The warm, 
nutrient-rich encircling Antarctic Circumpolar Current wells up along the 
western coast of the peninsula. 

While the Arctic has been warming at record levels, the continent of 
Antarctica has not warmed appreciably in the last century—except for 
the Antarctic Peninsula. Since 1950, the mean annual temperature along 
the peninsula has risen by 3°C and the average temperature in the austral 
winter has risen by 5°C. Sea ice along the western Antarctic Peninsula has 
already declined by as much as 40% and the length of time of sea ice cover 
has lessened significantly. It is expected that by the middle of this century 
the average temperature in midwinter could rise above the freezing point 
of seawater (approximately 28.4°F depending on the salinity level). In 
the absence of the annual formation of sea ice, the entire ecosystem—
including sea ice-dependent species—will be radically affected. 
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penguins
PENGUINS are almost universally recognizable flightless seabirds. Their 

greatest numbers are found in the Antarctic and subantarctic, but they are 

spread across much of the cold water regions of the Southern Hemisphere, 

rarely crossing the equator—except for a small population in the Galápagos 

Islands. Seventeen living species are currently recognized by most experts. 

The oldest known penguin fossils were discovered in New Zealand and are 

estimated to be 60 million years old. Some new DNA evidence suggests 

that the closest living relatives to penguins may be storks. Two penguin 

species are considered “true” Antarctic penguins—emperor and Adélie—

while considerable populations of chinstrap and gentoo penguins are also 

well represented in the subantarctic islands and some gentoos inhabit 

southern temperate areas like the Falkland Islands. Of these, three species 

comprise the brush-tailed penguins—Adélies, chinstraps and gentoos—

recognized by their distinctively long stiff tail that sweeps from side to 

side as they waddle on land. They are the most commonly photographed 

penguins on the Antarctic Peninsula.
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A circumpolar species, gentoo penguin (Pygoscelis papua) 
populations fluctuate widely depending on the location and the 
year. In 1993, the total population was estimated to be 314,000 

breeding pairs, but more recently they numbered approximately 387,000 
breeding pairs. On the Antarctic Peninsula, including the South Shetland 
Islands, there are an estimated 100,000 individuals. Current research 
indicates that gentoo penguins are increasing in abundance in this part of 
Antarctica due to conditions favoring a more omnivorous diet, and their 
range is expanding southwards. Other gentoo populations elsewhere are, 
however, declining and the species is currently listed by scientists as “near 
threatened.” 

Gentoos are the third largest species of penguins, after the great penguins 
(kings and emperors). With their bright orange bill and orange-pink feet, 
gentoos are considered the most colorful of the brush-tailed species. They 

have the characteristic black back and white underparts, but sport a white 
band that is widest at the eyes and forms a triangle that connects with 
a thin band across the top of the head. Their flippers blush pink on the 
undersides when flushed with blood. The gentoo is the only orange-billed 
penguin with that distinctive white patch above the eye.

Unlike the other brush-tailed species, gentoos only breed in snow- and 
ice-free areas, favoring flat ground close to the coast—or they will walk a 
considerable distance inland to find a suitable nest site. On the Antarctic 
Peninsula they inhabit pebble beaches and, further inland, rocky areas, 
whereas on subantarctic islands, their preferences include areas of tussock 
grass. In the Falkland Islands, gentoo penguins tear up plants to use as 
nest material and fertilize the ground with their droppings, resulting in 
grass growing well in the following year—and providing them a favorable 
reputation with local sheep farmers.

Gentoo Penguins

previous page: © Ellen Goff
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p h o t o g r a p h e r ’ s  l o g

“When we left the Port Lockroy harbor we 

were almost immediately in great ice, with 

fair-sized icebergs and long avenues of 

pack ice flanking our route. Snow petrels 

were common, and several flew around 

our ship until we reached more open 

water. There, at times, the snow petrels 

were replaced by swallow-like Wilson’s 

storm petrels—tiny black birds with a 

white rump that often seem to dance upon 

the water. A few giant petrels soared by 

on fixed wings, and an occasional group 

of gentoo penguins porpoised along—but 

the show was the ice, and the variety of 

shapes and colors of the bergs.”
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Chinstrap penguins (Pygoscelis antarcticus) have the range of both 
the true Antarctic species in that a small percentage of pairs breed 
on the continent, and (in large part) of the subantarctic species 

with a range that extends to islands just north of 60° south latitude. They 
are estimated to currently number approximately 8 million individuals. 
At present, the species is classified as “least concern,” though significant 
declines in the breeding population of chinstraps nesting on the rapidly 
warming Antarctic Peninsula and adjacent islands have been recorded by 
researchers.

Chinstraps have a distinctive black back and cap, with white underparts. 
The chinstrap name comes from a thin line of black that extends from 
the back of their black cap, under the chin and back up to their cap again. 
Red eyes and pink feet add touches of color. The white face of chinstraps 
extends above the eye and distinguishes the species from the two other 
brush-tailed species.

Chinstraps are found on the irregular rocky coasts of the Southern Ocean. 
They are agile climbers and more likely to inhabit steeper slopes and higher 
elevations than other penguins that may nest in the same area. A very 
social species, colonies can sometimes reach inland for a quarter mile. 
Although they construct the simplest of rocky-hollow nests, they defend 
them against the other species—and each other—the most vigorously of 
the brush-tail penguins.

In early April, autumn in the southern hemisphere, the adults and the 
juveniles follow the shoals (schools) of krill migrating north of the 
Southern Ocean into warmer waters that are not ice packed. 

The more than 2 million chinstrap penguins nesting on volcanic 
Zavodovski Island in the South Sandwich archipelago comprise one of the 
world’s largest penguin colonies. Each year they nest under the threat of a 
catastrophic eruption.

Chinstrap Penguins
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p h o t o g r a p h e r ’ s  l o g

“Hydrurga Rocks. . .was a 

landscape photographer’s 

dream. Great compositions 

appeared in every direction. The 

accommodating mountain range in 

the background (often obscured by 

clouds) was a nice touch. But there 

was something here for the wildlife 

photographers as well. A noisy 

colony of chinstrap penguins was 

up in the rocks. If photographed 

from below, one could include the 

clear blue sky in the background.”
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             délie penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae) are a circumpolar species found  
               along the entire Antarctic coast and some nearby islands. They  
                  generally stay within the waters of the Southern Ocean to 
the south of the Antarctic Convergence Zone where the cold, dense 
surface waters flow northward and sink under the warmer waters of the 
subantarctic. The zone is a highly productive biological boundary, especially 
rich in Antarctic krill, the primary food of Adélies. Since the 1970s, 
declines in krill density of up to 80% have been reported along the West 
Antarctic Peninsula.

Adélies have the classic look of the tuxedoed cartoon penguin. Their black 
head and back with white undersides are accented in full adult plumage by 
a brilliant white eye ring. Pink feet and a pink blush on the undersides of 
their flippers complete the look. The species was first discovered in 1840 by 
a naturalist onboard one of the exploration ships of Jules Dumont d’Urville 
and named after d’Urville’s wife, Adéle.

Adélie penguins breed only on the Antarctic continent and adjacent islands. 
They generally do not attempt to breed until they are at least three years 

old. Their nests are very basic—shallow depressions on sloping ground with 
outer edges lined with small stones. Some of the most amusing behavior 
of these penguins is observed as the males prepare the nest by gathering 
rocks and pebbles from all around the area—including other Adélie nests. 
When the male is finished with his preparations, he stands on top, points 
his bill skyward and cackles. A passing female may or may not respond. 
When she does, they bow to each other and he spreads out the pebbles in 
the nest with his chest and bill. 

To breed, Adélies return to the same site where they were hatched. To 
arrive at the beginning of October with the rest of the colony, they must 
travel over pack ice that is still in place—sometimes 50 kilometers of ice. 
Because these penguins breed on the Antarctic continent, the extent of 
the seasonal pack ice can affect their ability to feed the chicks. If the ice 
remains late into the breeding season, many of the chicks may not get 
enough food and will not survive. In 2015 the global breeding population 
of Adélies was estimated to be 3.79 million pairs—and declining.

A

Adélie Penguins
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One of the most common seals in Antarctica, the Weddell seal 
(Leptonychotes weddellii) is also the most southern dwelling of all 
mammals. Weddell seals spend much of their time in the water, 

but they are often seen on large flat chunks of floating pack ice or on gently 
sloping beaches around Antarctica and adjacent islands. On shore they 
often allow the close approach of people. Ironically, the Weddell seal’s name 
commemorates James Weddell, a 1800s British sailor—and professional 
seal hunter.

As one of the largest true “earless” seals, Weddell seals weigh 850-1000 
pounds (400-450 kilograms), with males being slightly smaller than 

females—a reverse sexual dimorphism of the norm for most mammals. 
Their large streamlined body is perfect for deep diving. Weddell seal teeth 
are distinctive and have evolved to allow them to chew holes in the ice, 
which are used for breathing and for access to the ice surface. Since there 
are no polar bears in Antarctica, these seals do not use their breathing 
holes to escape from terrestrial predators such as those found in the Arctic.

Weddell seals are especially noisy underwater, producing a constant 
stream of sounds. Male vocalizations are more complex than those of the 
female and can be detected up to 20 miles away. The sounds may be part of 
territorial defense.

Weddell Seals

previous page: © Ellen Goff
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p h o t o g r a p h e r ’ s  l o g

“On the way to the very narrow landing 

beach, the Zodiacs passed by the best 

icebergs of the trip thus far. They were 

the best in number, diversity and just 

plain beauty. This was another scenic 

photographer’s dream site. But Cuverville 

was a wonderful place to be a wildlife 

photographer as well, as there was also a 

photogenic gentoo penguin colony here. The 

gentoos would come and go from the water 

in groups of two or three birds. With a 

polarizer it was possible to see the penguins 

swimming in the very shallow water against 

the pebbly bottom. It was beautiful!”
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The crabeater seal (Lobodon carcinophaga) is the most abundant seal 
species on Earth with an estimated population of around 15 million 
individuals. Some scientists believe they are more numerous than 

all other seal species combined. The crabeater is a true or “earless” seal and 
a perfectly adapted denizen of Antarctica, living almost exclusively amidst 
the Antarctic pack ice. The crabeater seal’s abundance is due, in large part, 
to the slaughter of the great baleen whales in Antarctic waters, which 
reduced whale feeding pressure on krill and thus made the shrimp-like 
crustacean more available to seals and penguins.

Crabeater seals do not eat crabs (until very recently, as a result of warming 
water expanding the range of “king” crabs due to climate change, there 
were no crabs in Antarctic waters), but are said to consume more krill 
than any other species on the planet. Krill comprise 90% of the crabeater 

seal’s diet, with squid and fish making up the rest. Misnamed by the early 
Antarctic whalers and sealers, crabeaters might more accurately be called 
the “krilleater” seal.

The seals are krill specialist feeders, with a unique adaptation for filtering 
the tiny crustaceans from seawater. Their ornate teeth are five-pointed 
with interlocking upper and lower rows that form a strainer, a structure 
whose function (but not form) is similar to the baleen plates of rorqual 
whales. Crabeaters feed by swimming through massive krill swarms with 
their mouth open wide, sieving out the seawater using their complex teeth. 
They can dive for food continuously for up to 16 hours a day, in short 
5-minute dives. Most of the seven Antarctic krill species rise near the ocean 
surface at night and retreat to deeper water during the day. Crabeaters have 
adapted to this behavior by feeding mainly at night.

Crabeater Seals
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Named for its spotted coat, ferocity, and superficial resemblance 
to the spotted “big cat,” the leopard seal (Hydrurga leptonyx) 
is a true seal. Leopard seals are circumpolar in the Southern 

Ocean, but there have been sightings as far north as the southern coasts 
of Australia, New Zealand, South America and South Africa. Population 
estimates put their number at 220,000 to 440,000 individuals. During the 
Antarctic summer, leopard seals hunt among the pack ice surrounding the 
Antarctic continent, spending almost all of their time (except for breeding) 
in the water. In the winter they range northward to the subantarctic 
islands. Leopard seals’ acute hearing, sight and smell, coupled with their 
streamlined bodies that move with agility and speed, have established 
them as one of the top predators of the Antarctic.

Leopard seals eat krill (estimated at 45% of their diet), other seals (30%), 
penguins (10%), and fish and cephalopods (10%). Their jaw is adapted to a 
varied diet. Lobes on the sides of the mouth filter krill, and their mouths 
have a remarkable looseness—opening to more than 160 degrees—that 
enable them to feed on large seals and penguins. Their long, sharp teeth are 
well adapted for cutting and tearing prey.

Leopard seals are the largest of the true Antarctic seals, and can grow to over 
11 feet (3.3 meters) in length, with exceptionally large individuals weighing 
up to 1,300 pounds (590 kilograms). They are identified by their huge 
reptilian-like head, large toothy mouth, long neck, arched back and long 
powerful flippers with webbed digits.
 
In summer, leopard seals patrol penguin rookeries, waiting underwater near 
an ice shelf and snaring the birds just as they enter the water after jumping 
off the ice. They have also been seen coming up beneath seabirds resting 
on the water surface and snatching them in their jaws. Extensive scars on 
crabeater seals often reveal survived encounters with leopard seals.

Solitary by nature, leopard seals come onto the fast ice only during the 
breeding season and then only in pairs or small groups. Pupping generally 
takes place during November and December. Females dig a hole in the ice 
where they will give birth to a single pup. The pups weigh about 66 pounds 
(30 kilograms) at birth and nurse for about one month. The females protect 
the pups until they can take care of themselves; males do not participate in 
parental care.

Leopard Seals
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FLYING SEABIRDS
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Wilson’s storm petrels (Oceanites oceanicus) breed only on the 
Antarctic coastline and nearby islands, preferring rocky areas, 
cliffs and the broken rock fragments at the cliff base. Their 

diet is made up of planktonic crustaceans, krill and fish. The Wilson’s 
storm petrel is one of the most abundant bird species on the planet with 

population estimates of 50 million pairs. At the end of the breeding 
season they disperse and migrate to most of the world’s oceans (except the 
Arctic Ocean) to escape the harsh Antarctic winter. At that time they are 
commonly found offshore of North America and Europe.

Wilson’s Storm Petrels
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The southern giant petrel (Macronectes giganteus) is often seen 
following ships. A scavenger species, it mainly feeds on penguin or 
seal carcasses, squid, krill and refuse from fishing boats. In many 

ways giant petrels are the vultures of the seabird world. Between 1997 and 

1998, an estimated 2,000 to 4,000 southern giant petrels were killed in 
illegal and unregulated longline fisheries for Patagonian toothfish (Chilean 
seabass) in the Southern Ocean. For all of their aggressive tendencies near 
a carcass, giant petrels are easily disturbed by humans at the nest site.

Southern Giant Petrels
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The black head and neck, white belly and breast, black-bordered 
white underwings, and speckled upper wings give the Cape petrel 
(Daption capense) a unique painted appearance—hence their other 

common name, pintado petrel. It feeds mainly on krill, but also fish, squid, 
carrion and refuse from ships. Cape petrels typically feed in flight by 
dipping into the sea while hydroplaning.

Cape Petrels
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The pure white snow petrel (Pagodroma nivea) with its black beak 
and eyes is considered one of the most beautiful of Antarctic birds.  
Typically found in open water near pack ice, snow petrels feed on 

krill, small fish and squid, often while dipping when on the wing.  

An unusual characteristic of snow petrels is a great variability in size 
among individuals, with the largest birds around one and a half times 
larger than the smallest. This may suggest the birds are actually two 
different species.

Snow Petrels
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p h o t o g r a p h e r ’ s  l o g

“Last night the skies were promising, 

and quite a few photographers 

stayed up for the 2320 sunset. They 

were rewarded with nice light and 

great colors, a wash of gold and 

orange tinting the ring of mountain 

peaks. Sunrise was barely four hours 

later, and the few photographers 

who met that light were treated to a 

spectacular sunrise, with the clouds 

floating above the ridges catching 

the sun’s low rays, a spectacle of 

orange and gold.”
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The blue-eyed or imperial shag (Phalacrocorax atriceps) is a cormorant 
with glossy black upperparts, white undersides, pink feet and a 
characteristic blue eye ring. During breeding season, it sports a tuft 

of black feathers on the forehead and the distinctive orange caruncle at 
the base of the bill is especially bright. It nests in ice-free areas near land, 
building fairly elaborate tall nests out of seaweed and mud.  

Flocks of shags will form a “raft” on the water, feeding primarily on small 
fish. A number of adaptations, including a less buoyant body, powerful 
webbed feet, a long sinuous neck, sealed nostrils and a sharply hooked 
serrated beak, make the bird a strong and efficient underwater hunter. 
Blue-eyed shags can dive more than 150 feet after fish, staying underwater 
for several minutes at a time.

Blue-eyed / Imperial Shags
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The snowy sheathbill (Chionis albus) is often described as looking 
like a peculiar cross between a pigeon and, because of its fleshy 
wattles, a hen. They are opportunistic scavengers. During the 

penguin breeding season they will mercilessly harass the birds and feed on 

the eggs, chicks, regurgitated krill—and anything else they can find. Snowy 
sheathbills are most commonly seen on land—it is the only widespread 
land-based bird in the Antarctic—and poorly adapted to the sea.

Snowy Sheathbills
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            ntarctic terns (Sterna vittata) have a wide distribution throughout  
              the southern hemisphere. When breeding, their body is pale gray  
                  with a white rump and forked tail, contrasting black forehead, 

and bright red legs and bill. The birds are typically found nesting in 
inaccessible rocky areas, including islands, sea stacks and cliffs, as protection 
against predators. They feed mainly on kelp found in inshore waters.  

Antarctic Terns

A
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Antarctic Skuas

The Antarctic skua (Stercorarius antarcticus), also known as the 
brown skua, is a large, heavy bird about the size of a large gull. It 
feeds mainly on fish and krill, but will routinely feed on penguin 

eggs and chicks, other nesting seabirds, and scavenged food dropped in 
nest colonies. In many ways they are considered to be the “birds of prey” 
of Antarctica. Antarctic skuas will steal fish from gulls in flight, a behavior 
termed kleptoparasitism.
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Humpback Whales

Humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) have an easily 
recognizable body shape, with long pectoral fins, a knobby head 
and a distinctive hump immediately in front of their dorsal fin. 

Adults range in length from 39-52 feet (12-16 meters) and weigh about 
79,000 pounds (36,000 kilograms). The shape of the humpback whale’s 
very low stubby dorsal fin and the color pattern of its fluked tail are as 
individual as fingerprints in humans. When humpbacks dive deep the tail 
fluke is lifted straight up. Using these characteristics, individual whales 
are identified, catalogued and monitored—providing valuable information 
about such things as population size, migration, sexual maturity and 
behavior patterns. When diving, humpbacks arch their backs or “hump up” 
accentuating that humped dorsal fin—therefore the name, humpback.

Humpbacks have long been a target for the whaling industry but their 
recovery continues to progress from historic low numbers.

Humpback whales spend their winters in warmer waters far nearer to the 
equator. It is there that they give birth, court and mate. In the summer, 
they migrate into more polar waters where they dine nearly 24 hours 
a day on krill or small fish. On one Antarctica trip our photo voyage 
photographed the identifying underside of a humpback’s flukes near 
Anvers Island. It had been photographed a year earlier off the Pacific coast 
of Costa Rica. 
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Minke Whales

            ntarctic Minke whales (Balaenoptera bonaerensis) are the most  
              common baleen whales in the Antarctic region—in fact they are  
                  now considered the most numerous great whale species in the 
world. They were not recognized as a distinct species until the 1990s. 

Among the smallest baleen whales—typically measuring less than 30 feet  
(9 meters)—they are sleekly elongated and built for speed. Three things 
set the Antarctic minke apart from other minke species—its larger size, a 
dorsal fin that is set farther back on the body, and asymmetrical coloration 
of its baleen. There are more anterior white plates of baleen on the right 
side of the Antarctic minke than on the left side, which is dominated by 
dark gray baleen. 

The presence of the majority of the Antarctic minke population around 
Antarctica in the austral summer is linked to the profusion of krill in the 
surface waters. As commercial whaling of humpback and blue whales 
peaked in the early 20th century, the abundance of Antarctic minkes 
increased as a result of less competition from the other persecuted great 
whale species. 

A
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Orcas

Orcas (Orcinus orca) are the largest member of the toothed oceanic 
dolphin family and are immediately recognizable by their graphic 
black and white skin patterns and the colossal dorsal fins of 

mature males. They are commonly seen on Antarctic voyages.

Regularly referred to as “killer whales” and “wolves of the sea,” orcas are 
noted for their pack-like hunting techniques that demonstrate intelligence 
and cunning. These hunting skills and their vocalizations are often specific 
to a particular group and passed across generations. Their highly social 
family groups (pods) are usually led by the dominant female.

The three to five types of orcas may be distinct enough to be considered 
different races and some scientists speculate they may be separate species. 
They are separated by the patterns on their skin, their preferred prey, and 
specific hunting technique. Orcas feed on seals, other whales, squid, fish 
and seabirds—including penguins. They are found in all of the world’s 
oceans.
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Ice

Sea ice is frozen sea water. Fast ice is sea ice that is attached to the 
shore or another feature and does not move with changes in winds or 
currents. Pack ice—or drift ice, if it is not closely packed in a single 

mass—is a large expanse of floating sea ice driven together by winds and 
currents.

Icebergs are immense pieces of freshwater ice broken from an ice shelf or 
a glacier. Scientists classify “true” icebergs as those that rise more than 16 
feet from sea level and are greater than 98 feet wide at the waterline. Some 
can tower almost 250 feet above water level. As much as 80 to 90% of an 
iceberg is submerged below sea level. Icebergs drift with ocean currents 
rather than wind. A tabular iceberg has steep sides and a flat plateau-

like top that is parallel with the waterline. Smaller—but none-the-less 
impressive—chunks of floating ice are called “bergy bits.”

Icebergs eroded by water and wind into often spectacular irregular shapes 
with rounded tops, spires, sloped sides or icy archways carved by erosion 
are often referred to as castellated icebergs. They are a favorite subject 
for photographers visiting Antarctica.

While most icebergs are white, bergs with shades of blue are often the most 
impressive. Compressed ice crystals cause blue light wavelengths to be 
scattered more than other colors. The striking blue streaks in some icebergs 
are created by meltwater that has refrozen in a glacial crevasse. 
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p h o t o g r a p h e r ’ s  l o g

“. . .we embarked on our final 

landing, and if the trip needed a 

crescendo—a whopping climatic 

conclusion—this was surely it. We 

landed at one of the most beautiful 

islands we visited—Half Moon 

Island in the South Shetland Island 

complex. The seas were so calm that 

we practically had a dry landing, 

with participants stepping into 

ankle-deep water as we went ashore. 

The snowbank was gently tapered, 

making the climb up to the chinstrap 

colony quite easy.”
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Oceanites

In 1987, Ron Naveen founded Oceanites, a nonprofit science and 
education foundation with a focus on the conservation of the oceans 
and islands, and their wildlife.  

Today, Oceanites is the only non-governmental, publicly supported 
organization conducting scientific research in Antarctica. For 22 seasons, 
Oceanites’ Antarctic Site Inventory has surveyed visitor sites by relying 
on opportunistic transport for researchers—known also as Penguin 
Counters—mainly on expedition tour vessels. 

The data collected by Penguin Counters in the field is analyzed and available 
to researchers the world over. This helps scientists better understand 
environmental changes—and why and how they are occurring.

You can support Oceanites by making a donation to keep this 
critical project going. Your donation contributes to our understanding 
of important issues facing penguins and other wildlife in the Antarctic. 
Establishing a baseline with annual in-the-field observations—what 
is happening now—lays the foundation for analyzing the impacts of 
climate change, fishing and other activities on penguin populations and 
for moving forward with appropriate management measures within the 
Antarctic Treaty system. Ultimately, the Oceanites website will contain a 
unique educational component—a virtual classroom offering a wealth of 
multilingual materials about key Antarctic subjects. Access to the digital 
University of Antarctica’s relevant and factual materials will, hopefully, lead 
to well-informed discussions and decisions regarding key issues related to 
long-term conservation of the Antarctic. 

“What happens to penguins in Antarctica potentially affects all of us,  

everywhere on the planet.”  

           — Ron Naveen

Oceanities is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) non-profit 

organization. Donations made by US citizens are 

tax deductible.

“The western Antarctic Peninsula (WAP) is warming faster than anywhere else 

on the planet, except the Arctic. The penguins we count are, quite literally, the 

proverbial canaries in the climate change ‘coal mine’. Our counts and censuses 

over 22 seasons form a comprehensive database that allows changes to be 

detected and, when detected, to potentially ascertain why the changes have 

occurred. The massive chinstrap and Adélie declines (and gentoo increases) 

in the WAP are directly linked to the warming WAP climate, where, over the 

last 60 years, by 3˚C./5˚F. year-round and by 5˚C./9˚F. in the austral winter. 

So...while we continue to evaluate other potential stressors in the region (e.g. 

krill fishing, tourism, winter sea ice extent), the penguins/climate change 

connection is unmistakable.”

           — Ron Naveen

HOW yOu CAn HeLP 

or go directly to Oceanites website: www.oceanitesstore.org 

or by sending a check to: Oceanities, Inc.
 P.O. Box 15259
 Chevy Chase, MD 20825
 USA

CLICk TO 
dOnATe nOW

https://oceanites.org/support-oceanites/#donation_form/
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For more information about Photo Safaris

 https://photosafaris.com 

Joseph Van Os Photo Safaris has been the world leader in innovative 
photography tours and workshops since 1980. Our photo tours are 
built from the ground up for—and by—photographers who want to 

experience and photograph the world’s top locations for wildlife, nature 
and traditional cultures.

We invite you to receive our Photo Safaris newsletters and  join our  
email list for company news, updates and new trip notifications at  
https://photosafaris.com/eNewsSignup.
 

Our sister company, TravelWild Expeditions, offers small-ship cruises to
Antarctica as well as South Georgia and the Falkland Islands, Spitsbergen, 
Greenland and other exciting polar destinations. You can learn about these 
trips at https://travelwild.com.

https://photosafaris.com/eNewsSignup
https://travelwild.com/
https://photosafaris.com/



